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"OBSCENITY" AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM

The 1964 Republican Platform offers;
"Enactment of legislation, despite Democratic opposition,
to cu rb the flow through the mails of obscene moterial
which has flourished into a multimillion-dollar obsce~ity
racket. II

Thus some of the same "conservatives" who clamor for II more individual
freedom," seek greater governmental powers to deny freedom of the
press to publishers of pornogrophic materials; some of the some "con
servatives" who castigote the recent civil rights act as an improper at
tempt to legislate personal morality in choice of associates, enthusi
astically seek to legislate personal morality in choiceof entertainment
media.

Does the distribution of sexually provocative literature constitute a
"crime?" Can it be properly subject to legal prosecution? Or is the
suppression of obscenity merely another case of conservative inconsist
ency between "principles" and practice?

Certainly a large port of what is classified as "hard core pornography"
is not only morally depraved -- it is poor art or literature. But the
purchase of obscene material is a voluntary act on the port of the cus
tomer and the peddler -- the purchase does not involve the initiation
of physical force or threat of force -- does not infringe on anyone's
freedom.

The major argument advanced for legal suppression:

"Pornography harms the moral sensibilities of the reader 0 r spectator
and therefore is just as properly subject to legal punishment as is, say,
assault and battery. This argument essentially equates the results of an
act of communication with the results of an act of violence. If such
an argumentwere consistently applied, any act of communication which
odverselyaffeeted a recipientcould be regarded asa crime. Forexample,
to publish an advertisement which persuaded someone to purchase an
automobile which he reolly did not need or could not afford, would be
subject to the same punishment as fraud or robbery.

The legal ramifications of such an equation are disturbing. Since the
motives behind a person's choices are subjective, theycannotbeobject
ively determined and taken into account by any system of law which
evaluates evidence under objective rules. Under government by law,
an individual must be legolly presumed to have freedom of choice; he
is free to oct or not oct on information. Thus communication per se
should not be regarded as a crime. (1) In a free society an individual
must have the right to express himself in any manner he pleases no
matter how erroneous or tasteless his expressions may be --otherindi
viduals may choose to accept, ignore, or discredit his utterances as
they piease.

A frequently encountered and emotionally charged variant of the com
munication-equals-crime argument goes: "Young children who lack
the maturity to know right from wrong may be morally corrupted by
obscenity. The law should protect them from it." The porent who de
siressuch protection may personally impose all restrictions on his child
he deems necessary to prevent contamination. (2) "Conservatives" who
complain that this is too much trouble are guiltyof what they condemn
others for--osking the government to use tax money and police power
to do for the individual what the individual should do for himself. For
more liberal porents, the simplest and most effective countermeasure to
"obscenity" is education. The child who pOssesses a wholesome know
ledge of the humon body and its natural functionswill not be corrupted
by chance contact with pornography; it will probably bare him.

A secondary but signi ficant objection to legal suppression of pornography
stems from the foct that current legol definitions of"hord core pornog-

raphy" do not accord with either esthetic or ethical essentials. Most
obscene lit<:rature is morally degrading and esthetically revolting not
because it graphically describes or illustrates the most intimate sexual
experiences, not because its primary or exclusive intent is to erotically
excite the reoder, but because it portrays these experiences not as the
culmination of on achievement -- as a supreme ecstatic celebration,
but as a sordid degradation -- a joyless, guilty ritual of debasement.

Under current legal standards of pornography, the police would burn
literary masterpieces which happened to consist largelyof graphic de
scriptionsor provocative four-color illustrations, while approving trash
which describes depravity by means of evasive innuendos and circum
locutions. And because legal definitions of pornography tend to be
subjective, censorship and book-burning in practicewill depend on the
whims of the policemen or judge.

If obscenity can be banned to protect the "public's morals", it follows
that criticism of administration pol icies can be suppressed in the" publ ic
interest." Thus infringementof freedom of speech or of the press in any
subject area provides a dangerous precedent for suppression in others.
Such suppression is no novelty in the world.

Those who seek to improve the moral and esthetic values in art forms
should not attempt to use police~tate coercion. but should promote
education in rational philosophic values. EL RAY (footnotes on 1-28)

A CRITIQUE OF MODERN LIBERALISM - I

The term IIliberalism ll first come into use less than two centuries ago as
a designation for new political-economic theories which predicated
civil liberties, democratic government and free trade. Liberalism con
ceived of man as a potentially rational, creative, and independent
being; in contrast to older doctrines which asserted that man was in
nately stupid, sinful and servile. The new technology and more effic
ient production methods which developed with liberalism were slowly
easing the seemingly perpetual poverty of the masses, giving promise
of opportunity and abundance in a bright future.

Today liberalsim is waning. Despite public and private programs of
foreign aid, increasing hundreds of millions of people live in utter
destitution. Despite lip service to intellectual creativity, even the
IIfree"world exhibits dull grey conformity; elsewhere II rev isionist"ideas
are ruthlessly suppressed. In nation after nation, liberal ideals have
been perverted into fascist or socialist tyranny. Many newly emerging
nations have been "liberated" from European imperialism only to be
enslaved by equally repressive home-grown autocracies. In place of
glowing confidence in man's future, doubts are growing in the ability
of the mass of humanity to achieve truly satisfying lives.

Symptomotic of the decline of" liberalism" is the tarnishing of its image:
"I iberal II is becoming 0 lTdirty word II --to many it is merely a synonym
for annoying government regulations. Even some left-wing politicians
now shun the name; preferring such superficial and evasive labels as
"moderate II or "modern. II Recent ejections indicate increasing popular
dissatisfaction with what are represented to be liberal policies. Most
of the reputed leaders of liberalism are men in the 60's or 70's; young
people flock to portake of the strange potpourri called "new conserva
tism. II

WHERE DOES LIBERALISM GO FROM HERE? Liberalscan complacently
continue in the same manner and watch liberalism fode away. Liberals
con give up or become "conservatives" and achieve the same result
more quickly. Or, liberals can critically dissect their bady of hypoth
eses and practices, dispossionately identify errors and baldly construct
a revitalized liberalism.

Let us briefly examine the second alternative before rejecting it. Is
modern "conservatism" an optimum political philosophy for the near
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future? Certainly we can appreciate some of the c0nservative ideals:
the high regard for individual initiative and responsibility. Certainly
we can respect conservative leaders of the col iber of Barry Goldwater
who demonstrate competence and integrity. But cons.ervatism contains
serious defects. Perhaps the most serious and fundomentol inodequacy
is the obsence of a rational philosophical bosis. What passes as con
temporary conservative ideology consists lorgelyof adherence to tradi
tional bel iefs and customs plus negative reactions to disturbing trends
and events. Conservatives seem to be much more concerned wit h
where our society has been than where it is going. Mony are basically
anti -intellectua I; bel ievi ng four thousand yeor old rei igiaus myths and
platitudes learned at mother's knee to be superior to modern science
and the rotional copobilities of their own minds. Many regard the
American constitution not merely as a useful tool for limiting govern
ment, but as a sacred document embodying the supreme wisdom of Our
Founding Fathers which is never to be questioned.

It is in the area of civil liberties where conservatives most strikingly
reveal the superficiality of their principles, the shallowness of their
thinking, and the lack of imagination .. Too many conservatives are
bigots -- intolerant of new ideos which cast reflection on old beliefs;
intolerant of commerc ial innovations which disturb their accustomed
routines; intolerant of individuals who ore different fram their friends
ond relations. In complete controdiction to their professed love of

liberty, conservatives advocate legal suppression of personal behavior
which fails to conform to their prejudices. Some of the conservotive
inconsistencies would be amusing if they were not so frightening. On
an extensive trip through Russia, one popular conservative evangelist
wos very favorably impressed with Russia's high moral stondards. It
seems feminine bathing suits are less revealing, and libertine behavior
by young people is more severly repressed!

Rejecting conservatism as a political-economic-social dead end street,
we turn to the question, WHA T IS WRONG WITH MODERN LIBERAL
ISM? Subsequent articlesof this series will examine what I consider to
be the major and basic falloc ies currently entertained by many liberals.
This series will critique liberalism ot the level of bosic principles -
epistemological attitudes, ethicol principles, and economic theory.

It is oppropriate that the wou Id-be ana Iyst begin by confessing the pre
conceptions he brings to the onalysis. As 0 liberal, I believe that the
universe is rational and thot all aspects of the universe including humon
existence are at leost potentially amenoble to the techniques of sc ience.
As a liberal, I hold that mon is innately good -- "good" in the sense
that almastevery humon being possesses the innate capobility of living
so as to achieve fulfillment -- that failure of lorge numbers of people
to achieve a sotisfying state of existence is caused by errars of know
ledge, not to an inherent inability to act rationally or productively;
that just as primitive man's inabi Iity to accompl ish susta ined fl ight stem
med from a lack of know ledge rather than any innate malevolence of
the universe, so the inabil ity of mankind to so for achieve a satisfoctory
social ordermust be attributed not to some innate depravity of man but
to inadequacy of contemporary knowledge in the social sciences. I
believe that the long-range capability of the human being and human
society for progress is almost unlimited. J. E. 1.

RESTRICTIONS ON IMMIGRATION --A CLARIFICATION

"A Positive Program for Responsible Extremists", in the July liberal
Innovator, suggested as an interim objective: IISecure equal living
and employment opportunities for all, regardless of race, colororplace
of birth by eliminating discriminatory immigration quotas, thus facili
tating travel to the nation of one's choice. (I n place of immigration
quotas, a simple and non-discriminatory bonding system can be enact
ed. A prospective immigrant, or his sponsor or prospective employer,
would deposit a nominal bond.)"

Responses evoked by this "plank" indicated that many readers a=med
that "A Positive Program ll advocated the immediate removal of all
restrictions on immigration. One comment was: Many American negros
would suffer economically from job competition by unskilled foreigners.
Another: Hordes of unemployable parosites would enter the United

States to collect "welfare. II A clarification is in order.

With respect to a nation's immigration policy, there are two separable
questions: (1) Should immigration be limited by government? (2)

If so, by what means?

The first question involves complex ethical, economic, and political
considerations. Some of these were superfically examined in liThe

Right to Leave - a Primordial Liberty", in the April liberal Innovator.
And in that article I suggested that unrestricted immigration is an
excellent first political reform to propose. But in "A Positive Program ll

I implicitly assumed that, legislative- processes being what they are,
all restrictions on immigration would not be removed in the immediate
future, regardless of ethical considerations or economic conseQuences.
Sa, as an interim objective, I suggested changing the criteria by which
immigration is limited: replacing national quotas with bonding. Under
a bonding system, the rate of immigration could be adjusted to any
level the government deemed desirabl e merely by increasi ng or decreas
ing the amount of bond required.

Under present laws, the primary determinant 0 f immigration is the
national quotas. Each nation 0 r geographical area is ollocated a
number of immigration visas each year not to exceed one sixth of one
percent of the number of persons of that ethnic origin who resided in the
United States in 1920. Under this system Ireland, for example, has a
much larger quota than does Japan. Such a system constitutes blatant
discrimination and is quite undefensible on any grounds.

Within a given national quota, priority is determined by a welter of
or, itrary and subjective ru les. Preference is given to II immigrants whose
services are determined by the Attorney General to be needed urgently
in the United States because of the high education, technical training,
specialized experience, or exceptional ability of such immigrants and
to be substantially beneficial prospectively to the national economy,
cultural interests, or welfare of the United States." However, immi
grants within a particular occupation are to be excluded if their entry
would "adversely affect the wage and working conditions" of U. S.
workers within that occupation"· Furthermore individuals are denied
entry if they have advocated anarchy, polygamy, or sexual immorality,
or are paupers, vagrants, adulterers, alcoholics, ex-convicts, epilep
tics, physically deformed, or have psychopathic personalities, among
other things. This means that immigration officials in general and the
Attorney General in particular, possess broad discretionary powers.
They could almast certainly find some legal excuse for excluding an
individual who, for example, held contrary political views. And the
questioning and investigation necessary to even determine on individ
uals qualifications under such rules, requires a massive violation of
individual privacy.

Attorney General Robert Kennedy recently proposed drapping national
quota requirements but retaining other criteria. Essentially this would
eliminate codified discrimination but grant the Attorney General even
greater powers to discriminate according to his personal whims g

The possibility of large scale abuse of immigration rules is not just a
fanciful hypathesis. Following World War II, U. S. officials, in co
operation with European nations, agreed to admit only persons who
were judged incapoble of earning a living; refusing to take individuals
of ability who possessed skills or professions "needed" by their father
land.

A bonding system woo Id tend automatically to maximize the qualityof
immigrants and render completely unnecessary the myriad arbitrary
restrictions designed to keep out "undesirables. 1\ Bonding would limit
entry to those individuals who had the strongest motivation and/o r
greatest ability. But a temporarily destitute refugee could also enter,
his bond paid by a loan from a prospective employer or sympathetic
choritableorganization. And the entry procedure would be simple and
rapid. It would no longer be necessary to distinguish a temporary visi
tor from a permanent resident. The visitor's bond would simply be re
funded when he left. Aliens within the United States would no longer
need to register periodically. With simplified entry procedures, the
United States will attract mare visitors and will more favorably impress
the foreign tourist, businessman, or student; greatl y en hone ing its world
public image. RIC VILLANUEVA
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Dear Miss Leach:

In rising to comment an your July issue, I am unfortunately obeying
the "sociological lawl! that readers comment for more often on articles
with which they disagree than those they applaud. I must say that
after reading your previous issues, I was highly disappointed in the
July product.

First, there is your Hpositive program for responsible extremists. II Since
you are not a national convention of a political porty, what in the
world is the purpose of this program? Why push this set of" int..rim
objectives" as against any other set, especially since you are in no
more a position to push through this program thon ony other? If, for
example, I should happen to support a 15% rather than a 20% income
tax, would I be reod out of this "responsible" movement? Why 20%?
Whatis its magical properties that this number is grabbed outof the "re
sponsible" hat? Iwould respectfully suggest that you end such attempts
at being platform-framers and return to your original function as a forum
for Iibertarian news ond comment.

But for more serious is your (unsigned, and therefore I presume officio I)
endorsement of Barry Goldwater. Now, I first wont to moke it cleor
thot I donot agree with many good friends in the libertarian movement
who oppose all voting or 011 political action as immorol. I think this
is on intellectually respectable position, but I do not agree with it; as
long as the State exists and permits us this electoral choice, I see no
reasan why we should not make use of it. However, I simply cannot
understand how you can regard Goldwater as a libertarian or genuine
liberal in any sense.

I would like, in fact, for you to point to one specific mainstay of the
current statist system that Go Idwater proposes to repeal. It hos become
clear that Goldwaterdoes not propose to eliminate even the graduated
features ofthe income tax (iei olonerepeal the income taxaltogether);
he now will only go so far as to appoint a study commission, he does
nat propose to make social security voluntary ar ta sell TVA to private
enterprise (he only wants to sell the TVA steam-generating plants to
state governments, a far different praposition.) Indeed, he suoports
the Central Arizona Project, which wauld add still further to federal
ly-socialized water and electricity in this cauntry. And, on the cru
cial problem of taxatian, Goldwater voted against the Johnson tax
cut, which was the most important step in two decades ta reduce the
income tax load an the upper income groups. On the unian problem,
Goldwater shows no signs of calling far repeal of the Wagner-Taft
Hartley Act structure; instead he wants to add more statist oppression
an lobar relatians by subjecting unians to anti-trust laws and possing
"right-to-wark" laws which prohibit employers from making, volun
tarily, closed shop agreements with unions. Na sign, also,of calling
far repeal of anti-trust legislation! Moreover, in the field of business

I cycles, Goldwater's chaice of economic advisors makes it clearthathe

(
~ (,:"ould su~port 0 K:r,nesian fiscal oalicyof greatergovernmentspending

In recessIOns.

"If even a Neanderthal like Goldwater didn't ••• , or did ••• " And
most people wau Id regard such an argument as conclusive.

Indeed, the astute Wall Street Journal (July 15) judges that a Gold
water Adminstration would be noted "more for maintaining the status
quo than for turning it upside dawn." It "might have surprisingly
little lasting reverse thrust upon domestic affairs; it would dismantle
not much of the weltare state... Even the Federal farm program •.•
would be approached warily ••• ", etc. Can you imagine how disastrous
all this would be far libertarianism as a political movement?

But even if Barry Goldwater were in some sense a libertarian, what in
the world can he do on all these problems, when Congress would not
be in any sense in Goldwaterite hands? His odd view of Presidential
relations with Congress would insure that nothing in the way of repeal
or dismantlement of the State would even be attempted, much less
accomplished in a Goldwater Administration.

There is one aspect of Presidential power, however, where Goldwater
would have, as President, almost unlimited freedom of action. This
unfortunately, is in the field of foreign affairs. Here the President can
do almost anything he wants. And here is precisely the area where
Goldwaterand the Conservative Movement are notonly not libertarian,
but the preeminent enemies of liberty of our time. For the Goldwater
ites are, first I aggressive and ardent champions of American imperio Iism
and intervention in political and military affairs all over the globe;
and, second and most imp:>rtant, ore eager advocates of nuclear war
against the Soviet Union. They are the big "button-pushers" of our
time. The threat and the reality of nuclear annihilation is the great
threat -- for more intensely and widely than domestic statism -- to the
lives and liberties of Americans and indeed of the human race itself.
How can you worry about a couple of billion dollars in the Federal
budget, or a few percentage points in the tax brackets, when the over
whelming threat to the life, liberty, property and happiness of every
one is nuclear war, and when the Goldwaterites arethewarld'sgreat
est enthusiasts for such war? {And this is aport from the huge arms
budgets, the garrison state, the enormous distortion of the economy
due to arms contracts and the "military-industrial complex" that Gold
water would not only support but enhance.}

I therefore conclude that those libertarians who believe in taking port
in the pol itical process should bend their every effort to defeat
Barry Goldwater and all Goldwaterite candidates in November.

.M.URRA Y N ROTHBARD
New York

{Dr. Murray N. Rothbard, a leading libertarian economist, is the au
thor of Man, Economy and ~: !2 Treatise on Economic Principles,
and America's Great Depression, publishe<il:;y'lan Nostrand, N. Y.}

Dear Dr. Rothbard:

We very much appreciate your incisive comments; holding that criti
cal examination of a variety of ideas and points-of-view can be con
ducive to progress in the social sciences. In reply:

''Does Goldwater have Integrity?" was primarily a commentary on
campaign strategy, not an endorsement. Nevertheless, we believe
that Goldwater is one of the best qualified individuals who has sought
the presidency in recent decades. Goldwater has proposed~ spe-

With respect to taxation, Ric Villanueva suggested" ••. immediately
reducing the maximum tax rate to not ~ than 20 percent." Such
an interim objective must be quantitative; otherwise it becomes mean
ingless political rhetoric. The value chosen is necessarily arbitrary.

"A Positive Program for Responsible Extremists" was published far the
purpose of providing pol itical activists, who are or may someday be
capable of implementing their ideas, with attention-getting examples
of liberal political philosophy in the areasof civil liberties and inter
national commerce especially. Over a thousand copies of the July
INNOVATOR were sold at the Republican convention or otherwise
distributed to political workers throughout the United States. The July
issue has been quoted by popular news media including the New York
Times, Santa Ana Register, and Canadian Broadcasting Company.

I conclude, then, that Goldwater's suPoased pro-libertarian views are
meaningless political rhetoric cut off from any specific application.
The "educational" value for liberty of such a politician, of such a
campoign or of such an administration, would be nat positive but ab
solutely disostrous. A Goldwater who took office with the reputation
{completely undeserved} of being a libertarian, and who then, as can
easily be estimated, did nothing to dismantle statism, would serve far
decades rater, as a standing and c Iinch ing argument ago inst libertarians:
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Wherein, then is Galdwater in any sense a libertarian? Certainly
not in civil liberties, which the conservative movement in general has
been very bad on - - and here Galdwater's support of H U A C ond
McCarthy are hardly happy augurs. Not in separation of church-ond
state, on which the conservotives hove also been very bod. And not
even in civil rights, far Goldwater has specifically said that he would
not co II for repeal of the c ivi I rights law. I presume a Iso thot, as a
good conservative, Goldwater would support, rather than repeal, our
restrictive immigration laws, and would strengthen, rather than repeal,
our protective tariffs.



-**********************************************************

"OBSCENITY" AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM Footnotes

(1) In the cose of fraud, the communication itself is not a crime, only
the receipt of property or services acquired by fraud can properly be
regarded as a crime.

(2) Parential restrictions ore not a violation of a child's freedam so
long as the child voluntarily chooses to live with the porent.

Greater individual freedcm will predictably come to the United States
and other large, highly-<leveloped nations in small, hesitont, and in
frequent steps. The Iibertarian who plans a future in America cannot
expect any substantial improvement within his lifetime. But if Gold
water is elected, the first small beginnings of a trend towards liberty
may came within the next eight years; otherwise a political-economic
reversal may not even begin for several decades.

A more immediate benefit of Goldwater leadership can be the effect
on other countries. The only reol hope for freedom in our time is the
smoll, newly emerging nations--notions whose politicol structures are
sufficiently small and fluid to accomodate rapid chonges. And a pro
freedom U.S. foreign policy can provide new nations with greater
opportunities to try freedom.- - - -

FREEDOMOFCRISIS

pushing the "enemy" as for as possible without precipitating a major
conflict. These tacticsusually provoke a "hot"war only if the "enemy"
reacts with unpredicted hostility. For example, the Korean War was
probably precipitated when the Truman administration first disavawed
any intention of defending Korea and then abruptly changed policy in
response to adverse public reaction to the communist invasion.

So lang as affensive nuclear weapons exist, a nuclear war is possiblj'
But a Goldwater foreign policy, by being firmlyanti-cammunist, wou d
be a consistent foreign policy ond would be less likely to provoke an
unintended thermonuclear disaster. Goldwater has so for evidenced
an unusual degree of integrity far a political leader. He may not
react to publ ic attitudes in terms of political opportunism but moy try
to dowhat he actually thinks is in the long term interests of the United
States. Some observers, including the newspoper Excelsior af Mexico,
believe that by rendering Soviet pora-military adventures Ie... lucra
tive, Goldwater could bring about the first genuine peaceful coexist
ence.

cific steps towards freedcm in the areas you mention. In his accept
ance speech, Goldwater favared free internatianal trade and communi
cation, abalitian af military conscription, as well as respect far diver
sity of opinions. In these areas, Goldwater's expressed views are
mare liberal than the policies of the Johnson administration, and con
siderably more liberal than the attitudes of many "conservatives."

With respect to political education: A Goldwater victory can have
at least two desirable effects. Goldwater, as president, can remove
pressures exerted by federal regulatory agencies against news media to
suppress criticism. Also, thraugh presidential prestige, Goldwatercan
evoke popular enthusiasm for greater liberty -- an enthusiasm which
will tend to outdistance the very limited gains the cdministrationwill
be able to immediately realize. (Analogously, negro agitation fo r
greater opportunities is much more intense taday than ten years ago,
at least portly because opportunities for negros are greater.)

Even if a few of its policies are anti-liberal, a Goldwater administra
tion can have a salutary effect on libertarian educatianal activities so
long as libertarians generally maintain a perceptive, critical attitude.
A Goldwater administration could be disasterous in this regard only if
libertarians adopted a "hear no evil, speak no evil" position with re
gard to Goldwater's policies.

"A Program for a Goldwater Administration" in the July 14 National
Review tends to confirm the Wall Street Journal's estimate. Because
~ol Review is probably the outstanding intellectual voice of the
llconservotive movement" I its views ore especially noteworthy. Some
samples:

"The thought of abalishing present Social Security is bath politically
and economically preposterous... So embracive a program, having
so lang 0 record of public acceptance, inescapobly must be regarded
as a port of fixed pol icy. "

''When you begin tinkering with $100 billion of annual expenditure,
it must be dane carefully, prudently, advisedly ••• A conservative
policy probably cannot solidify in four years."

"Nobady in his senses would expect Galdwater as President to follow
the drastic West German example. After all, Dr. Erhard had a free
hand because foe was building up a ruined country and the United
States is nat ruined -- yet."

Nevertheless, a Goldwater administratian which does nothing but
maintain the status quo, seems preferable to a Johnson odministration
which further erodes individual automany. What can a libertarian hope
to gain in actual advances by opposing Goldwater?
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AN ENTERTAINING AND EASY-TO-READ INTRODUCTION TO
LIBERTARIAN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS

The question of U. S. foreign policy with respect to communist nations
isdifficul tand complex, and is not to be easily nor conclusively answer
ed. While we do not entirely agree with Goldwater in the area 0 f
international relations, we believe that his recommendations represent
o substantial impravement o'ler what has possed as "U. S. foreign pol icy"
during the post three decades. Present U. S. policy essentially amounts
to neither having one's cake nar eating it. The U. S. is maintaining
and updating a huge military machine, including a full arsenal 0 f
atomic weapons; tolerating severe economic dislocations; accepting the
risk of nuclear attack -- yet failing to effectively utilize this costly
capobility either to defend interests of the United States or to foster
freedom elsewhere in the world. Various factions within the government
have been operating "t cross purposes. The result has been a discon
nected series of expedient and ephemeral compromises. U. S. inter
national relatianshavebeen erratic andcantradictory --evasive of aroy
long t~rm objectives -- mere reactions to the newest varients in comrm;:
nist tactics and latest vagaries of public opinion.

It is precisely such a vacillating, unpredictable foreign policy that is
most apt to triggera nuclear holocaust which neither side really wants.
For conquerors and would-be conquerors generally act semi-rationally;
they attempt toachieve their ends bywhat theycanceive to be the mast
efficient means. They seek to gain the most with the least risk and
effort. The strategy of Nazi Germany before World War II and the
strategy of the USSR today consists 0 f predicting "enemy" military
potential and determination and probing at relatively undefended areas,
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